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News for the health and care system

07 Dec 2016

We’re delighted to launch a new suite of interactive maps showing progress on sustainable development
across the country. The maps show how the health and care system is performing across a range of
areas including energy, water, waste, planning and reporting. You can compare regions’ performance
(both NHS and PHE) and see how things have changed over time.
The maps are a first of their kind and we’ll be updating them annually  so we hope you’ll find them
useful now and in the future. Start using them here.
Thank you to all our colleagues supporting sustainable development across the health and care sector.
It’s been a challenging and exciting year – we look forward to an even better 2017!
The SDU Team

Top Stories
Good luck Imogen
The SDU’s Lead Analyst Imogen Tennison will be taking an 11 month career break from the end of December. Thank
you for all your hard work, passion and of course your great analysis. We hope you enjoy your time away. News of
Imogen’s replacement will be available soon.

Latest News
Lancet Countdown research initiative launched to combat climate change health crisis
Global experts from 16 organisations have come together to drive action on climate change.
Read more »

New Film Showcases Health Care’s Mission to Protect People and the Planet
Global campaign group Health Care Without Harm has produced a short film telling the inspiring story
of the global movement of health professionals against climate change.
Read more »

Call for contributors to Public Health journal on 'extreme heat'
The focus will be on the health effects of extreme heat, both indoors and outdoors, and the impact of
interventions to reduce those effects.
Read more »

Healthy buildings leading to healthy lives - Survey
A short survey designed to assess peoples understanding of the effect of buildings on the health &

wellbeing.
Read more »

Latest Events
08/12 | Healthy buildings leading to healthy lives - Sustainability Day Webinar
An introduction to health in the built environment and the WELL Building Standard.
Read more »

09-10/12 | Forum 2016: Healthy Planet, Better World - London
The two day MedAct conference will examine the relationship between environment and health.
Read more »

13/12 | East of England Regional Sustainability Network procurement masterclass
This session in Cambridge will aim to provide a better understanding of the concept of sustainable
procurement.
Read more »

09/02 | Sustainability Day Roadshow - Manchester
The roadshow reaches the north west and provides an opportunity to hear from leading specialists in
the field.
Read more »

13/02 | SDU Route Map event and report launch - London
Join sustainbility leads from across the country at the SDU's biannual event. The day will include the
launch of the latest SDU report for the sector as well as good practice case studies.
Read more »

21/02 | Carbon Trust Public Sector Conference 2017 - London
Learn how different public sector organisations are reducing their carbon, water and waste emissions
and leading the response to climate change.
Read more »

Case Study
Barts Health - Renal Dialysis Bottle Compacting
How the London trust have saved money, space, time and carbon by applying their re-vending
knowledge in a new setting.
Download »
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If the SDU can help you further then please e-mail us or
call 0113 8253220. Previous SDU bulletins can be found on our website.
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